Abstract. This paper attempts to give a perspective on decentralized formation control of multiple car-like mobile robots using local information and formation changes in a dynamic environment having several obstacles. In addition, for every mobile robot, it takes physical dimensions, mass, moment of inertia, movement constraints, and saturation of actuators into account. This study makes use of Input/Output Feedback Linearization Method to control each robot. Hence, hierarchical leader-follower based algorithm is employed to control the group formation. To avoid collision between robots and obstacles, and of robots with each other, local arti cial potential elds are addressed. The group can change formation with respect to obstacles in the environment. Finally, simulation results of seven individual robots formation are presented to show the performance of the proposed control system.
Introduction
Formation control of autonomous vehicles has been a well-studied topic in this decade and researcher's attention has been attracted from control of a single mobile robot [1] to control of multiple mobile robots. Advantages that a team of robots can propose are classi ed as: increasing overall e ciencies due to abilities of any individual robots, robustness against failure and damage, and more systematic approaches to tasks like search and rescue operations [2] , automated highways [3] , survey and patrols, military missions [4] , moving large objects [5] , or moving a large number of objects [6] .
Formation control mission is control of relative distances and orientation of mobile robots in a group according to the desired patterns for executing a given task [7] . In the literature, several methodologies are available for formation control of mobile agents such *. Tel.: +98 21 66165682; Fax: +98 21 66000021 E-mail address: sayyaadi@sharif.edu as Dianwei Qian et al [8] . They used integral sliding mode control and Lyapunov's criteria to form up and maintain robots in prede ned trajectories. Dynamic equations of the scheme are subjected to mismatched uncertainties in [8] . Tucker Balch et al. used behaviorbased formation control and their algorithms are experimentally implemented in the real vehicle [9] , leaderfollower [10] , arti cial potential eld [11] , behaviorbased [12] , virtual structures, etc. Perhaps the most popular and intuitive approach is the leader-follower method. One of the advantages of the leader following method is that it is easy to understand and implement. In addition, the formation can be maintained even if the leader is perturbed by some disturbance [13] . In this method, follower robot stays at a speci ed distance and bearing from a designated leader robot [14] , and in the hierarchical leader-follower based formation control, every follower is a leader to the next follower in the chain of robot agents.
Most researchers used kinematic model in the control algorithm of autonomous car-like mobile robots [10] . Kinematic model has its own advantages and it helps keeping the steering and velocity of the vehicle entirely decoupled. However, in this process, dynamics of the vehicle are not taken into account and thus this important issue has been remained ignored [4] . Hassan et al. [15] solved the leader-follower control problem for two kinds of mobile robots by using full-state linearization via dynamic feedback; however, they only used kinematic model of mobile robot. Yangmin and Xin [12] used neural network controller to control individual robots, and to control the formation with the use of graph theory. However, they did not study the dynamic e ects of the leader robot on the follower. Dierkset and Jagannathan [14] focused on the dynamics of the follower robots as well as the e ect of leader's dynamics on the follower (formation dynamics). Hence, they incorporated the formation dynamics in the controller design; however, they did not properly consider collision of robots with each other and with the obstacles in environment. E. Freund and H. Hoyer described an approach to the problem of path planning, including obstacle avoidance in a multi-robot systems with the hierarchical con guration; but the dynamic of every robot and formation dynamic are not addressed properly [16] .
A switching formation strategy for multi robots with velocity constraints to avoid and cross obstacles is studied in [17] . In this study, a leader robot plans a safe path using the geometric obstacle avoidance control method. By calculating new desired distances and bearing angles with the leader robot, the follower robots switch into a safe formation.
The autonomous mobile robots considered in this paper are front steer, front drive car-like mobile robots, namely nonholonomic system. In the present study, it is assumed that weight and moment of inertia of wheels of any robot agent are negligible [18] , and it is considered that every robot moves on a at surface in a no-slip wheels condition. Each robot uses local sensory information for position control with respect to a speci ed leader in the hierarchical con guration, except for the main leader. However, the main leader uses global information for localization and control.
Local potential eld for avoiding collision of robots with each other, and between robots and obstacles, is in use. A pushing force is formed between every robot and obstacle, depending on the distance and relative velocity between them. This force is then converted to desired acceleration for controlling of each robot's motion.
In this article, the proposed method, which is based on dynamic characteristic of the agents and feedback linearization method, is addressed. Control implementation works in the way to control individual robots, while a leader-follower strategy for making the desired formation will be achieved accordingly. Using potential eld to avoid collision between agents and obstacles is addressed appropriately.
Mathematical model of car-like mobile robot
In this study, every robot has two driven wheels (in the rear side) with two steering wheels (in the front side).
Based on the theorems of kinematics and dynamics of cars, in order to let them have an instantaneous axis of rotation, the angles of two front wheels have a slight di erence while steering. This angle di erences do not cause a noticeable discrepancy between the equations of two wheeled and four wheeled robot models. Therefore, four wheeled mobile robot is reduced to bike model [18] . To achieve dynamic model of car-like mobile robot, energy approach is used to derive equations of motion (Lagrangian method). In Lagrangian method, equations of nonholonomic constraints of the mobile robot are needed. Nonholonomic constraints are nonintegralable and are related to the velocity.
In Figure 1 , is the body angle, is the steering angle, c is the geometrical center of the robot, X and Y are the symbols of the inertial coordinate system, F 1 is the moving force of the robot (reaction force of the wheels on the surface), F 2 is the force exerted on the robot (reaction force on the surface to avoid slippage of front wheels), and F 3 is the force exerted on the robot from reaction force on the surface to avoid slippage of rear wheels. We assume that the mass and inertia of the wheels are neglected and the slope of the terrain is assumed to be zero. Thus, there is no other source of external forces from the environment. There is no slippage between wheels and the surface. Kinematics equations are derived from the above assumptions and the robot is assumed to be a rigid body. Eq. (1) de nes velocity constraints on the rear and front wheels. This means that angular velocity and central linear velocity of the robot should be in agreement with these equations [18] .
Nonholonomic constraints are:
Lagrange equations for nonholonomic systems with a dependent set of generalized coordinates q i 's are [18] :
in Eq. (2), a ij (q; t) = @gj @q i , where g j 's are equations of nonholonomic constraints and L(q; _ q; t) = T (q; _ q; t) V (q; _ q; t) is Lagrangian function. We suppose that 0 1 and 0 2 are the main torques of steering and front wheels, and thus:
and _ = C s 0 2 = 2 ; where r w is the radius of the wheels and C s is the damping factor of the steering. In order to simplify these equations, the inputs are chosen as F 1 = 1 and _ = 2 ; nally, by multiplying and dividing the results by r w and C s , the main torques are derived. The e ect of steering damping is more than that of the inertia; therefore, in the equation of steering torques, damping is considered to be dominant and thus, inertia is negligible. From Eqs. (1) and (2), the governing equations of the robot can be written in state space form as follows. Derivations of w; f i ,and g ij are brought in the Appendix.
G(X)= ; U = 
Control of each car-like mobile robot individually
Since all of the robots used in the formation are the same, in this section, a controller is designed for each individual robot. For this purpose, we used feedback linearization. Considering Y = (x; y) as the output and U = ( 1 ; 2 ) as the input, the rst step is to nd the relative degree of the system. Using Eq. (5) represented by [20] , System (3) will have a relative degree of r i if the following equation is satis ed for at least one j:
Using Eq. (5), the system de ned by state Eq. (3) has a relative degree of (2; 2), and the relative degree of the whole system is r = 4. Using Eq. (6) from [20] and knowing r i for each output y i , Eq. (7) will be obtained: 
Variables f i , g ij , and w are shown in the Appendix. Necessary condition for input-output linearization is that the inverse of decoupling matrix E exists. Considering the derived equations, the decoupling matrix has the full rank, except for the condition that the speed of center of the robot is zero, or say it does not move. For the sake of feedback linearization, when the decoupling matrix is singular, it is possible to use methods of dynamic extension (rede ning inputs) or system inversion (rede ning outputs). Here, we use a more straightforward method to solve the problem. We put a constraint on the velocity so that if the linear velocity of the center of robot v = p _ x 2 + _ y 2 descends below a minimum threshold, then we take the velocity back to the threshold. Thus, if j _ xj < _ x threshold and j _ yj < _ y threshold , we will have j _ xj = sign( _ x) _ x threshold [1] . We use an arti cial input V as a linear pole placement controller as follows:
where k i 's are chosen so that all of the poles of polynomials (Eq. (9) 
Thus, inputs of the controller can be found as follows:
In Eq. (10) 
4. Governing assumptions about constraints and saturation of actuators
The actuators of the robots also include torque saturation as follows:
1max and 2max are respectively the maximum absolute driving torque and steering torque that actuators can apply to the model. Torque scaling is proposed in (13 
With increasing the frequency of the desired input signal, physical actuators cannot exert desired control torques. Eq. (14) states that a real actuator is unable to reconstruct a control signal with high frequency:
(s) is the ideal control torque signal and f (s) is the output of the real actuator. In Eq. (14), is the inverse of the lter pole and increasing it will reduce the ability of the system to follow a step input. Eq. (15) shows the discrete form of the lter [2] :
In accordance with the dynamics of actual vehicles, when using control algorithm (Eq. (10) 
Considering the kinematic equations (Eqs. (17)), knowing the body angle, steering angle, and front wheel velocity, we can determine _ and ( _ x; _ y). Considering that the control inputs are steering torque and front wheel torque, it can be assumed that the robot is able to change and v to the values that are needed to achieve the desired center position. However, determination of the desired center positions (x d ; y d ) for each v and is not feasible due to dependence of equations on body angle . Consequently, the robot cannot choose an arbitrary path. This problem will worsen as we take into account the e ects of constraints on steering angle jj < max , mass and moment of inertia of the robot, saturation of actuators, and steering damping.
Design of the controller for the group formation
Local formation control means controlling the relative position and orientation of the agents, with respect to other agents according to some desired pattern, for executing a given task. We used separation-bearing (L; ) technique to create the desired formation for the group. Referring to Figure 2 , the separation distance and bearing can be taken as: In controller design of the car-like mobile robot, the relation between the states and torque is de ned. In this section, desired position di = (x di ; y di ), velocity, and acceleration of the follower i would be calculated with respect to the local coordinate system which is attached to its leader. To control the formation, we consider two kinds of generic formations: rigid formation and convey-like formation [7] .
Rigid formation
If the motion of each group member is proportional to the displacement or rotation of the formation, the formation is considered solid. This is as each member is part of a solid body. In this situation, the leader follows a prede ned path and other robots keep a distance and angle from the leader in the hierarchical pattern. Using Eq. (19) 
In Eq. (19), i is the global position of every robot and is only used to clarify the equations, N is the number of agents, and z is the shape of the formation. di would be calculated to avoid collision between robots, and between robots and dynamic obstacles. There is an appropriate and simple algorithm which is consistent with intuitive point of view and dynamical analysis. If the control of the group of inertial agents is not done properly, it may lead to chaos in the group. As a result, it is necessary to understand the dynamic behavior of the agents [19] .
Convey-like formation
Assuming a desired motion path for the leader, Control equation (Eq. (10)) determines the control torques for the leader. Applying this torques to the model, linear and angular velocities and accelerations of the leader robot are determined. Now, using Eq. (20), we can get the desired position, velocities, and accelerations of each follower robot with respect to its leader in a hierarchical manner:
In Eq. (20), i is the body angle of the ith agent, and di is the desired acceleration of each robot, which will be computed in the next section.
Collision avoidance and obstacle avoidance
In this section, we use a dummy spring and damper to achieve the desired acceleration of the ith robot di . In Figure 3 , k s is the elasticity constant and C L is the damping coe cient. Eq. (21) shows the desired acceleration of the ith robot, where R j is the relative distance between robot and the jth agent and R R is the equilibrium distance between them; R k is the distance between the robots and the kth obstacle; R o is the equilibrium distance between them, k p ; and k p o are elasticity coe cients to adjust the distances between one robot and other agents and obstacle, respectively; k d ; and k do are damping coe cients to reduce the relative speed between the robot and other agents and obstacles, respectively; nally, n and m are the numbers of robots and obstacles, respectively:
In Eq. (21), rst term prevents collision between the agents, obstacles is for collision avoidance between robots and obstacles, and leader is the acceleration of leader of the agent and makes the robot track the leader properly.
Selecting desired formation for the group
To change the formation, each robot calculates the repulsive force generated from obstacles and shares it with other robots. Total repulsive force is equal to the summation of all absolute virtual forces from obstacles on each agent. If this value exceeds a maximum value, the group will change its formation from an arrow to a double-column and if it exceeds a second maximum, the formation will change to a convoy-like one. After passing the obstacles, the repulsive force decreases and the formation changes vice versa.
Simulation results
We carried out a numerical simulation to illustrate the dynamic performance of the controller. An arrowhead formation of seven nonholonomic car-like mobile robots is considered where the main leader follows a prede ned desired trajectory. When agents approach obstacles, they change their formation to a double-line and convoy-like formation. Simulations are carried out in MATLAB. Parameters used in this section are shown in Table 1 .
In Figure 4 , the group is successfully tracking its desired path and the vehicles reach their desired formation con guration. As shown in this gure, as robots approach the obstacles, they change their formation with respect to obstacles.
According to the graphs in Figure 4 , the desired path of the group leader is de ned such that the robots collide an obstacle at t = 16:8 (s). However, because of the virtual repulsive force generated from the obstacle, the group pass it without collision and follow the desired path with some distance. These graphs in Figure 4 clearly indicate that when the group are passing through the obstacles, they can change shape of the formation with respect to the obstacles.
In Figure 5 , desired acceleration of agents with respect to time is shown. As shown in this gure, when the agents approach an obstacle, through virtual repulsive force of obstacle and other agents, the desired accelerations in the directions of axes x and y rise; but when the group pass the obstacles, desired accelerations converge to zero and it means the robots move freely to the desired position. Figure 6 shows the relative distance and angle errors of the follower robots with respect to the desired values in the leader's coordinate system. It is seen that with the change of formation, error values increase sharply; but as the formation becomes stable, these errors converge to zero and the group achieve the prede ned formation. This gure clearly indicates that the robots have arrived the desired position quickly without overshot and undershot. Figure 7 shows the body and steering angles of agents in the formation. This gure clearly indicates that all of the agents move forward (because the body angle is lower than 90 degrees) in the same direction and the steering angles are under that saturation angle (60 degrees considered to be more realistic). Figure 8 shows the steering torques and driving torques. We assume that every robot moves in a frictionless environment with constant velocity in x Table 1 direction; thus, after they pass the obstacles and achieve the desired formation, steering and driving torques converge to zero. As this gure shows, control torques reach saturation limits several times during the simulation.
Conclusion
In the present study, formation control of multiple carlike mobile robots in a dynamic environment with local information and formation changes in the presence of obstacles was investigated. The approach uses input/output feedback linearization and local arti cial potential elds for avoiding collision among robots, and between robots and obstacles. By understanding the dynamic behavior of robots, a more comprehensible algorithm is proposed which requires minimal calculations and is capable of controlling the formation of robots in a decentralized and scalable manner. Simulation results show the e ectiveness of the proposed method. Future work can include the design of state observers for each robot to reduce the number of required sensors, analysis robustness of the system against sensor failures, or insu cient data transmission due to communication problems. g 62 = 2md _
